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ÉAmbiteÊein 

The verb is absent from Liddell and Scott proper; the Supplement gives émbiteÊv (Lat. 
ambitus) perh.  to be ostentatious, P. Oxy. 2110.15 (iv A.D.).  The P. Oxy. passage at issue, 
clearly the source of the Suppl. definition, is efi d¢ boulhye¤h ti! §k t«n kd émbiteÊein, 

o‰den tÚn •autoË k¤ndunon, translated by Hunt as: "But if any one of the 24 should wish to 
be ostentatious (?), he knows his own responsibility."  Hunt's question-mark shows his 
unwillingness to firmly commit himself to a meaning for émbiteÊein. 

Yet, the passage (as Hunt notes) corresponds to lines 9-11, efi d¢ boÊleta¤ _!̀´ ti!    

[l]e`[itourg]e›n efi! ßteron leitoÊrghma, oÈ kindÊnƒ toË bouleuthr¤ou leitourge› …  In 
each of the two passages, a speaker is protesting the fact that a member of the Senate, though 
officially exempt from service, has nevertheless been appointed administrator of military 
clothing by the prytanis, conceding, however, that the individual in question could, should 
he wish to do so, assume the task at issue voluntarily and at his own risk.  Thus, to seek or 
perform public service voluntarily would seem to be a much more appropriate translation for 
émbiteÊein in the POxy. fragment. 

As reported by Du Cange,1 the verb émbiteÊein also occurs in Palladius Dial. de vita Jo-
annis Chrysostomi 61.9.  In the passage, Chrysostom is addressing Olympias, Pentadia, 
Procla, and Silvina, deaconesses of his church, urging them to submit themselves to his suc-
cessor.  However, his admonitions come with a caveat: ka‹ ˘! ín êkvn éxyª §p‹ tØn 

xeiroton¤an, mØ émbiteÊ!a! tÚ prçgma, katå !una¤ne!in t«n pãntvn.  kl¤nate           

aÈt“ tØn kefalØn Ím«n …! ÉIvãnn˙ (oÈ dÊnatai går ≤ §kklh!¤a êneu §pi!kÒpou             

e‰nai).2 

Here, the connotation of émbiteÊein must be rather negative.  The date, after all, is June 
20, 404; within hours, Chrysostom will be driven out of Constantinople into (his second) 
exile; and he surely would be loath to see one among his bitter adversaries3 succeed him in 
consequence of political machinations.  Yes, the women should obey the new archbishop, 
whoever he may turn out to be, but only if he comes to the throne both êkvn and mØ ém-

                                                                                                                                                       
1 Du Cange offers ambire as the meaning of émbiteÊein.  
2 Coleman-Norton text; there, émfibateÊ!a! is given as the Migne alternative and ém-                     

fi!bhtÆ!a! as a variant in G.  In his Index to the Greek Text, Coleman-Norton (unaware of the                    
existence of émbiteÊein in the papyrus subsequently published as P. Oxy. XVII 2110) flags the                      
word as an apparent hapax legomenon. 

3 E.g., Acacius, Severianus, Antiochus, and Cyrinus of Chalcedon, the four bishops who prevailed upon 
Emperor Arcadius on June 9, 404 to despose and exile Chrysostom. 
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biteÊ!a! tÚ prçgma,4 and provided that his episcopate is katå !una¤ne!in t«n pãntvn.     
To be sure, the church must not be êneu §pi!kÒpou; by the same token, whoever ends up 
being appointed episcopus should not have been given the chair in consequence of selfish 
ambition or political intrigue. 

The Sophocles lexicon defines émbiteÊein as to effect some purpose by intrigue; Lampe, 
somewhat ambivalently, offers solicit, intrigue for.  Given the historical context, all of these 
meanings can fit émbiteÊein in the Palladius passage.  They make no more sense in the P. 
Oxy. papyrus, however, than does the Hunt/Supplement translation to be ostentatious.  In the 
final analysis, the Greek verb émbiteÊein (as the Latin word from which it is derived) is 
multifaceted in connotation, and can encompass meanings as diverse as to seek or perform 
service voluntarily (P. Oxy. XVII 2110.15) and to effect some purpose by intrigue (Pal-
ladius). 
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4 Migne PG 47.35 translates êkvn as reluctans, and mØ émbiteÊ!a! tÚ prçgma as non [or-                         

dinationem] ambiens. 


